FOCUS SESSION 9:
Multi-stakeholder Approaches for Enhancing Multilateral Organisations’ Contribution to Development Results

Tuesday 15:00-16:15

Objective:
The session will provide an open space for dialogue among partner countries, multilateral organisations, and bilateral providers. Participants shall agree on actionable recommendations for improving the quality of earmarked funding, which shall give fresh impetus to the work on the implementation of §25b of the Busan Partnership Document.

Session Format:
Panel discussion

Speakers/Panelists:

- Parliamentary State Secretary Thomas Silberhorn - Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development of Germany (Key-note speaker)
- Minister Pascal Canfin - Ministry of Foreign Affairs of France (Panelist)
- Herisoa Razanadrakoto - Special Advisor to the President of the Republic of Madagascar (Panelist)
- Kyle Peters - Vice President for Operational and Country Services at World Bank (Panelist)
- John Hendra - Deputy Executive Director UN Women; Helen Clark, Administrator of UNDP (tbc) (Panelist)
- Patrick Guillaumont - President of La Fondation pour les Études et Recherches sur le Développement International (Facilitator)

Background/Narrative:
Over the last decade, earmarked funding of the multilateral aid system has grown. This trend entails both challenges and opportunities for the different stakeholders. The World Bank, the United Nations and other organisations have launched a series of reforms to reduce fragmentation and improve the quality of funding. These reforms provide an excellent window of opportunity for bilateral
providers and partner countries to support organisations’ efforts to respond more effectively to global development challenges and country needs. Stakeholders could build upon these emerging good practices to develop joint principles aiming at less fragmentation and proliferation and more effectiveness of the multilateral aid system.

Related Links:


World Bank Trust Fund Report (Link to be provided)

Organisers:

The session is organized by France (Ministry of Foreign Affairs), Germany (Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development), the World Bank and the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).

Contact:

Piera Tortora piera.tortora@oecd.org, Rachel Folz rachel.folz@bmz.bund.de, Ludovic Signarbieux ludovic.signarbieux@diplomatie.gouv.fr, David Kuijper dkuijper@worldbank.org